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DPIV is the best understood proteinase that has the rare capability of
hydrolysing the prolyl bond (Gorrell et al., 2001). We have suggested that
DPIV, fibroblast activation protein (FAP) DP8, DP9, dipeptidyl peptidase -
like protein 1 (DPL1, previously named DPX) and DPL2 form a distinct sub-
class of the prolyl oligopeptidase (POP) family called the DPIV/CD26 gene
family (Abbott and Gorrell, 2002). The DPIV gene family is distinguished
by a pair of glutamates that is about 430 residues N terminal to the catalytic
serine and are essential for DP activity (Abbott et al., 1999).

FAP has 52% amino acid identity with DPIV. The FAP and DPIV genes
are adjacent, suggesting recent gene duplication. FAP and DPIV exhibit
different patterns of expression and substrate specificities (Reviewed in
McCaughan et al., 2000). Both have dipeptidyl peptidase activity on Ala-
Pro. FAP has a gelatinase activity that DPIV lacks (Levy et al., 1999;
Gorrell et al., 2001). Like DPIV, catalysis depends upon dimerisation.
Considering its constitutive gelatinase activity, which is collagen type I
specific (Park et al., 1999), the tissue localisation of FAP protein is its most
interesting property. In contrast to DPIV, which is widely expressed, FAP is
not expressed in normal adult tissue.

FAP is strongly expressed in activated hepatic stellate cells (HSC) and
myofibroblasts in cirrhotic liver (Levy et al., 1999) and other sites of tissue
remodelling (Rettig et al., 1994; reviewed in Abbott and Gorrell 2002). The
HSC has an important role in the pathogenesis of cirrhosis (Benyon and
Arthur, 2001). In the normal liver HSC are quiescent, long lived cells that
store vitamin A. Following liver injury, HSC undergo activation and
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transdifferentiation to myofibroblast-like cells. Significant functional
changes accompany this phenotypic change including alterations in
extracellular matrix (ECM) production and degradation and expression of
various matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their inhibitors. Unlike
quiescent HSC, activated HSC show intense cytoplasmic alpha smooth
muscle actin (SMA) immunoreactivity. Transdifferentiation of the HSC to a
SMA positive phenotype is not sufficient to result in fibrosis. In chronic liver
diseases such as chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, the majority of
patients have considerable numbers of activated SMA-positive HSC, but a
minority of patients develop cirrhosis (Schmitt-Graff et al., 1991). By dual
labelling we determined that subsets of HSC include many FAP single-
positive and some SMA single-positive cells (Levy et al., 1999).

Here, we report FAP - positive cells in earlier stages of liver injury,
where there may be inflammation but not necessarily fibrosis. We found that
FAP expression by HSC correlates with the histological severity of liver
disease. To further characterise the HSC subpopulations, we also studied the
expression of the HSC marker Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP).

Certain substances have the property, when illuminated with very intense
light, of generating the second harmonic (SH) - light at twice the original
frequency. Recently this phenomenon has been harnessed in microscopy
(Gauderon et al., 2001). The ability to generate second harmonics is peculiar
to molecules that are not centro-symmetric, one common biological example
being collagen. The unique triple-helix structure and very high crystallinity
of collagen make it exceptionally efficient in generating the second
harmonic of incident light, and therefore it can provide sensitive and high-
resolution information on collagen distribution, particularly the extremely
crystalline type I collagen. Using a microscope optimised for SH detection
(Cox et al., 2002) we found that we could detect the SH signal from collagen
with much greater resolution and sensitivity than had been reported
previously, typically using excitation levels lower than required for
excitation of two-photon fluorescence (TPF). We present here localisation of
collagen fibres along with FAP-expressing HSC at high resolution in frozen
sections of human liver.

1. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Liver biopsies from patients with chronic HCV infection were used for
both frozen and formalin-fixed paraffin sections. Samples from 27 patients
of mean patient age 40.1 years ± SD 8.3, were analysed. Necroinflammatory
activity for the portal/periportal and lobular area and the degree of fibrosis
were scored by the Scheuer method. Immunoreactivity was categorised on a
scale of 0 to 4, with 4 = staining of perisinusoidal cells occupying more than
30% of the sinusoidal region. Mesenchymal (fibrous septa and portal tract)
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cell numbers were categorised on a scale of 0 to 4 with a score of 4 =
positivity of greater than 50% of mesenchymal cells. The SMA positive
vascular smooth muscle cells were excluded from the scoring. Data were
analysed by linear correlation analysis using GraphPad Prism® (San Diego,
CA). Additional samples were obtained from three transplant donors and 16
liver transplant recipient livers.

For SH generation (SHG), ethanol-fixed cryosections of the liver explant
from a patient diagnosed with primary sclerosing cholangitis Child-Pugh
class C cirrhosis were immunostained for FAP using an anti-mouse Ig
conjugated with Alexa 594 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA). The
microscope is a Leica DMIRBE inverted stand equipped with a Leica
TCS2MP confocal system and Coherent Mira tunable pulsed titanium
sapphire laser, tunable from 700 to 950nm, with pulses in the 100-200fs
range. The microscope is equipped with dual photomultiplier transmitted
light detectors, with dichroic mirrors dividing the detectable spectrum (380-
680nm) at either 505nm or 560nm; further selection is accomplished by
barrier filters in either or both channels. An identical dual detection unit is
mounted behind the objective lens to act as a non-descanned TPF detector. A
415/10 nm narrow bandpass filter (with the laser tuned to 830nm) was used
to exclude fluorescent signals in the transmission detector. (For some images
a 416/30 bandpass filter was used). The SH signal was propagated almost
exclusively in the forward direction and therefore was picked up only in the
transmitted detector. The signal could be excited between 760 and 925nm; at
shorter wavelengths the SH signal was blocked by the barrier filters at the
detectors; the longer wavelength is close to the practical tuning limit of our
laser. Confocal images of Alexa-stained material were collected using
excitation at 543 nm and spectrometric detection in the range 590-620nm.

2. RESULTS

2.1 Correlation of FAP and lack of correlation of SMA
immunoreactivities with the stage of hepatic fibrosis

FAP protein was detected in the hepatic parenchyma in 11 of 27 patients
with chronic HCV infection. The immunoreactivity was localised to the
portal / periportal interface and the fibrous septa, particularly at areas of
necroinflammation. Endothelial and smooth muscle cells in the walls of
blood vessels were FAP negative. In 20 of 27 patients with HCV infection
SMA immunoreactivity was observed in HSC diffusely throughout the liver
lobule. Unlike FAP staining, there was no concentration of SMA
immunoreactivity in periportal regions. FAP was detected in the
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mesenchymal area (the portal tracts and fibrous septa) in 19 of 27 patients.
In this region SMA positive cells were detected in all 27 patients and the
cells positive for FAP or SMA had spindle-shaped cell bodies with long
processes consistent with the morphology of myofibroblasts.

Figure 1. Correlation of FAP but not SMA expression with the stage of hepatic fibrosis and
inflammation. Column scatter plots showing the periportal FAP and SMA immunoreactivity

scores for each patient grouped according to the stage of liver fibrosis.

Periportal FAP immunoreactivity was strongly correlated with the stage
of liver fibrosis (r2 = 0.77, p < 0.0001) (Figure 1). In contrast, SMA
immunoreactivity was independent of the degree of fibrosis. Linear
correlation analysis of the periportal (r2 = 0.05), total parenchymal (r2 =
0.01) and mesenchymal (r2 = 0.08) scores for FAP and SMA found no
significant association between these two HSC activation markers.
Correlation coefficients comparing periportal SMA expression, total
parenchymal scores or the mesenchymal scores with the degree of liver
fibrosis were similarly significant for FAP and non-significant for SMA
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respectively. FAP immunoreactivity was positively correlated with the grade
of necroinflammatory activity (r2 = 0.23, p = 0.011). In contrast, there was
no relationship between the level of periportal SMA expression and the
grade of necroinflammatory activity (r2 = 0.04). Similar correlation
coefficients were obtained comparing all-region FAP and SMA score with
grade of necroinflammatory activity.

Parenchymal GFAP immunoreactivity was observed in 10 of 25 patients.
Positive cells were within the mesenchymal areas and in the periportal
perisinusoidal space. GFAP positive cells were unusual within the liver
lobule beyond the periportal rim. Mesenchymal GFAP immunoreactivity
was more common than periportal GFAP immunoreactivity and was seen in
22 of the 25 patients. GFAP positive cell staining was usually present in up
to 30% of the cells of the portal tract or fibrous septa. There was a weak but
significant correlation between the immunoreactivity of GFAP and the
immunoreactivity of FAP (r2 = 0.29, p = 0.005) and the fibrosis score (r2 =
0.18, p = 0.03).

2.2 Second Harmonics

Unlike fluorescence signals, the SH signal showed no signs of bleaching
during acquisition of repeated images from a given area, showing that no
damage to the collagen structure was occurring. This is to be expected since
second harmonic generation is a cohererent process, unlike fluorescence, and
no energy is lost. Illumination levels were typically lower than those
required for two-photon excitation of fluorescent labels in the same sections.
The image clarity was exceptional.

Masson's Trichrome stain was inadequate to reveal small groups of
collagen fibrils. Sirius Red staining was more effective, but the SH signal
was more easily distinguished and gave a much higher effective resolution;
we were able to image collagen at close to the optical resolution limit.
Neither stain interfered with SHG: stained sections gave a SH signal
identical to that from unstained sections of the same samples.

In cirrhotic liver, collagen fibres through the liver were easily and
effectively revealed by their SH signal. The SH signal shows both the
collagen septum and proliferation of fine collagen fibres through the
parenchyma of cirrhotic nodules (Figure 2). The high resolution localisation
of fine fibrils of collagen by SHG shows that these fibrils generally lie
alongside activated HSC. This observation is consistent with the notion that
activated HSC in chronic liver disease are a net producer of fibrillar
collagen. Thus, SHG has potential as a novel, rapid, high-resolution method
of assessing fibrosis in patient biopsies.
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Figure 2. Ethanol-fixed, 50 micron cryosections of cirrhotic liver. SH signal
(415nm) from collagen fibres in the periportal-parenchymal interface of a cirrhotic
nodule and FAP immunostaining showing that fine fibrils of collagen tended to lie
adjacent to activated stellate cells. A. Overlay of SH signal and single photon
confocal fluorescent signal from Alexa-conjugated antibody. B. SH signal. C.
Fluorescent signal. Signals are depicted in black. In this region the collagen and
FAP+ cells tend to surround islands of hepatocytes.

2.3 CD26, CD3, CXCR4, CXCL12 and synaptophysin

In cirrhotic liver many nerve fibres and some myofibroblasts and HSC
stained for synaptophysin. Using confocal microscopy, few cells were
clearly double positive for synaptophysin and FAP. FAP closely co-localised
with the ECM components fibronectin and collagen. FAP immunopositivity
extended further periseptally towards the centre of cirrhotic nodules than did
GFAP immunopositivity. Myofibroblasts were nearly all SMA+FAP+ and
nearly all GFAP+FAP+. In 9 of 16 patients some myofibroblasts co-stained
for both FAP and CD26. CD26 antibodies stained the bile canaliculus, bile
ducts, most of the CD3+ lymphocytes and sometimes myofibroblasts.
Clusters of CD3+CD26+ lymphocytes often lay near periportal areas of
FAP+ HSC. Many lymphocytes were CD26+CXCR4+, as is the case in
blood (Herrera et al., 2001). In addition, some CD26+CXCL12+ and some
CXCR4+CXCL12+ cells were observed.
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3. DISCUSSION

The HSC has a central effector role in the pathogenesis of liver fibrosis
and cirrhosis. Recent discoveries of the expression by HSC of neuronal and
glial cell markers are intriguing and suggest a possible neural crest origin of
HSC. FAP is one such marker, being found on glial and other cell lines. FAP
expression coincides with tissue remodelling. These properties suggest a
functional role for FAP in the pathogenesis of liver disease. The present
study strengthens this argument by showing colocalisation of FAP+ cells
with type I collagen fibres and a strong correlation between the severity of
fibrosis and the extent of FAP expression in hepatitis C. In addition, in the
portal-periportal region FAP expression correlated with necroinflammatory
activity. In contrast to FAP, the correlation of GFAP expression with fibrosis
severity was weak and there was no correlation between fibrosis severity and
SMA.

There is evidence of a distinct cell population associated with fibrosis at
the tissue-remodelling interface. Collagen mRNA in situ studies in patients
with primary biliary cirrhosis demonstrate that most collagen mRNA
production occurs in cells having a similar portal/periportal location as the
FAP positive cells we observed (Goddard et al., 1998) and this is confirmed
by the collagen localisation by SHG shown here. Other studies of HSC
phenotypes in experimental and human chronic liver diseases also suggest a
distinct HSC phenotype in the vicinity of the developing fibrous septa.
Nestin, N-CAM, BDNF (brain-derived neurotropic factor), neurotropin 4
and nerve growth factor are expressed by subpopulations of HSC in this
region (Cassiman et al., 2002).

FAP positive cells were topographically located near the regions of
portal/periportal necroinflammatory activity and these two parameters
correlated, suggesting that stimulators of necroinflammatory change might
also induce FAP expression by HSC or that there is two-way cross-talk
between leukocytes and HSC (Maher, 2001).

The role of FAP expression on HSC is currently unknown. The gelatinase
activity may contribute to the damage-repair cycle that characterises ongoing
fibrosis, by degrading normal basement membrane / ECM in the sinusoidal
space, resulting in further HSC activation. Alternatively, FAP may be
upregulated in response to the deposited collagen for the purpose of
clearance of the fibrotic scar. This question requires further investigation
using the FAP deficient mouse and specific enzyme inhibitors.

The second harmonic signal is only propagated forward, and hence can
only be detected in a transmission detector. This provides a simple way of
distinguishing it from single and two-photon excited fluorescence. Its very
narrow spectral width means that it can also be separated from fluorescence
by a suitable narrow-band filter. It can thus be detected quite independently
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of the signals from multiple fluorescent labels, and is therefore a very
powerful tool in multispectral imaging. There are different ways in which
SH and TPF signals can be separated. The SH signal is generated over a very
wide spectral range - with our instrument we have excited it from 925nm up
to 780 nm - shorter wavelengths take the signal beyond the 380nm cut-off of
our current detector. This means that the wavelength can be chosen to meet
the needs of TPF without compromise to the SH image. The relatively
simple modification of adding a sensitive transmitted light detector and
appropriate filtration will equip a two-photon microscope to image SHG.
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